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ABSTRACT 5G and beyond networks will offer multiple communication modes including device-to-device
and multi-hop cellular (or UE-to-network relay) communications. Several studies have shown that these
modes can significantly improve the Quality of Service (QoS), the spectrum and energy efficiency, and the
network capacity. Recent studies have demonstrated that further gains can be achieved when integrating
demand-driven opportunistic networking into Multi-Hop Cellular Networks (MCN). In opportunistic MCN
connections, devices can exploit the delay tolerance of many mobile data services to search for the most
efficient connections between nodes. The availability of multiple communication modes requires mode
selection schemes capable to decide the optimum mode for each transmission. Mode selection schemes
have been previously proposed to account for the introduction of D2D and MCN. However, existing mode
selection schemes cannot integrate opportunistic MCN connections into the selection process. This paper
advances the state of the art by proposing the first mode selection scheme capable to integrate opportunistic
MCN communications within 5G and beyond networks. The conducted analysis demonstrates the potential
of opportunistic MCN communications, and the capability of the proposed mode selection scheme to select
the most adequate communication mode.

INDEX TERMS 5G, mode selection, multi-hop cellular, opportunistic networking, UE-to-Network Relay,
device-to-device, D2D, device-centric wireless networks.

I. INTRODUCTION
5G and beyond mobile networks must support the continu-
ously increasing data traffic demand and the digitalization of
key vertical sectors [1]. 5G networks mainly rely to date on
infrastructure-centric solutions. These include the softwariza-
tion of networks and ultra-dense networks that deploy more
infrastructure nodes closer to the end-user. These solutions
can reduce the infrastructure cost per bit, add flexibility in
the network management, and augment the network capacity.
We are also witnessing a progressive migration of relevant
network functions towards the edge [2]. This brings process-
ing and intelligence closer to where the data is generated and
consumed which helps reducing the latency. The European
Technology Platform NetWorld2020 and the 5G Industry
Association propose to further evolve this idea of decentral-
ization in their Smart Networks vision for 5G and beyond
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networks. This vision is outlined in their strategic research
agenda available in [3]. The Smart Networks vision outlines
a roadmap where terminals or devices become a crucial part
of future networks: ‘‘not only should the terminal be able to
fully exploit the new smartness of the network, but it should
become, where suitable, an integral part of the realization of
the latter, just like any other infrastructure resource’’ [3]. This
vision is fostered by the increasing computing, networking
and situational-awareness capabilities of devices that can be
used to support network functions. These devices include not
only smartphones, but also other 5G-enabled devices, e.g.
vehicles, machines or robots. This vision transforms smart
devices into prosumers (producer & consumer) of wireless
connectivity. Smart devices will actively participate in the
network management through a carefully designed coopera-
tion and coordination with the infrastructure. The realization
of this new paradigm is supported by the development of
D2D (Device-to-Device) andMCN (Multi-Hop Cellular Net-
work) technologies. These technologies improve the spectral
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efficiency, the QoS (Quality of Service) and the energy effi-
ciency [4]. Two devices in close proximity can directly com-
municate with each other using D2D. This helps to offload
traffic from the cellular infrastructure. D2D communications
can also increase the spectrum spatial reuse through carefully
designed interference management techniques. In MCNs,
mobile devices can connect to the cellular infrastructure
using other devices as relays. MCNs improve the link budget
by replacing long Non Line of Sight (NLOS) links with
shorter links with improved link budgets. MCN was intro-
duced in Release 13 of the 3GPP standards [5] where it is
also referred to as UE (User Equipment)-to-network relay.
MCN technologies represent an interesting option to connect
and manage machine-type communication devices [6]. Pre-
vious studies have also demonstrated that MCNs can provide
significant QoS, capacity and energy gains compared to con-
ventional cellular communications [7].

Further gains can be obtained in 5G and beyond
5G networks using demand-driven opportunistic networking.
Demand-driven opportunistic networking establishes con-
nections between devices based on the efficiency of the pos-
sible connections [8]. Opportunistic networking was initially
proposed for disconnected networks with intermittent con-
nectivity. When a connection is lost, mobile devices store
and carry the data until they find other nodes to forward
the stored data [9]. Recent studies extend the concept of
opportunistic networking to networks with full connectivity.
In this case, connections between nodes are established when
their efficiency is guaranteed. This concept is referred to
as demand-driven opportunistic networking [10]. Demand-
driven opportunistic networking exploits non-real-time traffic
to search for the best connectivity opportunities. Devices
can simultaneously encounter multiple connection options in
urban scenarios. The dominance of video in the mobile data
traffic1 increases the potential of demand-driven opportunis-
tic networking in 5G and beyond. Video streaming buffers
data equivalent to a few tens of seconds of playback. Devices
can use this playback time to search for the most efficient
connections. Recent field trials have shown that the use
of demand-driven opportunistic networking in MCNs can
increase the cellular spectrum efficiency by a factor between
4.7 and 12 [10] compared to conventional single-hop cellular
communications.

MCN and opportunistic MCN communications require
relay nodes with good link budgets. Trying to establish
these links entails certain risks if adequate relays cannot
be found. Mode selection schemes are hence necessary to
identify the optimum communication mode for each trans-
mission [12]. These schemes are critical because if a mode
is incorrectly selected the end-user QoS will be degraded
and significant signaling overhead can be generated. Mode
selection schemes have been proposed to select between

1Cisco estimates that video traffic currently accounts for 64% of the
mobile data traffic. It is estimated that this percentage will rise to 79%
by 2022 [11].

cellular and D2D communications [13], or between cellular
and MCN communications [12]. However, to the authors’
knowledge, there is currently no mode selection scheme
capable to integrate opportunistic MCN connections in the
selection process. It should be noted that these connec-
tions have lower risks than MCN ones since devices can
store and carry the information until finding adequate links
to forward the information. This paper advances the state
of the art by proposing the first mode selection scheme
capable to include opportunistic MCN communications in
the mode selection process. The designed mode selection
scheme can select among: conventional cellular, MCN and
opportunistic MCN communications. The proposed mode
selection scheme also embeds in the selection process
the decision about the number of hops for opportunistic
MCN connections.

The main contributions of this paper are:
• The first mode selection scheme capable to integrate
opportunistic MCN communications within 5G and
beyond networks. The mode selection scheme is capable
to select the most adequate communicationmode among
conventional cellular communications,MCN and oppor-
tunistic MCN.

• A probabilistic estimate of the benefits and risks of
heterogeneous communication modes in 5G and beyond
networks. These estimates drive the mode selection pro-
cess that also takes into account the network conditions.

• The benefits and risks of each mode are estimated using
information already available at the BS. This ensures
that our proposed mode selection scheme does not intro-
duce additional signaling overhead.

• The proposed mode selection scheme also identi-
fies the number of hops that should be used in
opportunistic MCN connections. This is important to
accurately estimate the benefits and risks of oppor-
tunistic MCN connections considering the context
conditions.

• The paper presents an in-depth analysis that demon-
strates that opportunisticMCN communications can sig-
nificantly improve the performance of future cellular
networks. The conducted analysis also demonstrates that
the proposed mode selection is capable to effectively
integrate opportunistic MCN communications in het-
erogeneous 5G networks. This improves the through-
put and capacity of networks, and reduces their energy
consumption.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the related work. Section III presents the mode selec-
tion scheme proposed in this study. The scheme selects the
most adequate communication mode based on the context
conditions. The benefits and risks of each communication
mode are quantified in Sections IV, V and VI. The perfor-
mance achieved with the proposed mode selection scheme
is evaluated in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII summa-
rizes the main outcome of this study and concludes the
paper.
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II. RELATED WORK
The development of D2D and MCN within 5G has trig-
gered research on the design of mode selection schemes.
The contributions in [14] and [13] propose mode selection
schemes that decide whether two users in proximity should
communicate using a direct D2D or a conventional cellu-
lar connection. In [14], a UE selects the direct D2D link
if the path-loss of the D2D link is lower than the path-
loss of the UE-BS cellular link. Reference [14] analyzes
the impact of path-loss measurement errors on the maxi-
mum effective communication capacity. Authors demonstrate
that the effective capacity exponentially decreases with the
errors. In [13], D2D communications can use dedicated or
shared resources with other active cellular transmissions. The
BS selects the communication mode and resources using
information about the channel quality of all possible links
between transmitters and receivers. Acquiring all this infor-
mation has a non-negligible cost that could compromise the
feasibility of the mode selection scheme. However, authors
show that the selection process maximizes the total system
throughput and reduces interference between UEs. Higher
performance is usually achieved when D2D connections use
dedicated resources. However, shared resources must be con-
sidered when the number of UEs increases.

MCN can significantly improve the end-user QoS, the net-
work capacity and the energy efficiency [7]. However, trying
to establish an MCN connection has the risk of not being
able to find the adequate relay nodes to outperform conven-
tional cellular communications. This risk can significantly
impact the end-user QoS and generate unnecessary network
signalling overhead. The integration of MCN in 5G and
beyond networks requires then the design of mode selection
schemes capable to account for both the benefits and risks
of exploiting MCN connections. These benefits and risks are
strongly conditioned by the context, e.g. by the density of
nodes in the cell. Few studies tackle to date the mode selec-
tion problem when considering MCN connections. In [15],
the authors propose a distance-based mode selection scheme
that selectsMCN links when the distance between the UE and
the BS is larger than a predefined threshold. If the distance
is shorter, conventional cellular connections are used. The
authors proposed in [16] a mode selection scheme that com-
putes the benefits and risks of each communication mode.
The study was conducted considering conventional cellu-
lar and MCN communications as possible communication
modes. The scheme selects the communicationmode that bet-
ter balances risks and benefits. The benefit refers to the QoS
performance achieved with a given communication mode.
Risks refer to the probability of not being able to achieve these
expected benefits. This can occur for example if the MCN
mode is selected and a relay node cannot be found at the start
of the transmission. Reference [16] shows that the proposal
based on benefits and risks outperforms the distance-based
approach from [15].

Reference [12] proposes a mode selection scheme for
scenarios where D2D links in an MCN connection share

radio resources with cellular users. The scheme sequentially
decides the channel allocation for D2D links, the transmission
power, and finally the communication mode. This approach
provides nodes with more accurate information about the per-
formance that could be achieved with each communication
mode. The results reported in [12] show that the proposed
scheme can improve the quality of the cellular coverage.
However, the study does not analyse the signalling overhead
and potential delays resulting from the channel allocation and
transmission power adjustments for all possible links. The
transmission power is also considered in the mode selection
proposal presented in [17]. The scheme selects the MCN
connection for a given UE if the power consumed in the
complete MCN link is lower than the power of a conventional
cellular connection. The proposed scheme reduces power
consumption and the outage probability. The authors evolve
their proposal in [18] to consider caching enabled MCNs.
In [18], content is distributed to certain UEs in a cell.
UEs can choose between cellular, D2D andMCNconnections
when they want to download the content. The UE selects a
D2D connection if the content is cached by a nearby UE.
If not, the UE can select the MCN mode to download the
content from the BS if it can find a relay UE within a
given distance from the BS. If this is again not possible,
the UE uses a conventional cellular connection to download
the data from the BS. Similarly to other studies, [17] and [18]
assume that UEs know the location of all UEs. How-
ever, the cost of collecting this information should not be
overlooked.

Existing mode selection schemes choose between conven-
tional cellular, D2D or MCN links. None of the existing
proposals consider opportunistic MCN connections during
the selection process despite their significant impact on QoS,
energy efficiency and network capacity [8], [10]. This study
advances then the state of the art by proposing the first
mode selection scheme that considers opportunistic MCN
connections as a candidate communication mode. The pro-
posal is based on the authors’ original BRISK scheme [16]
that evaluates the benefits and risks of candidate communi-
cation modes in the selection process. This scheme is here
extended to account for the possibility to utilize opportunistic
MCN connections. To this aim, this study probabilisti-
cally estimates the benefits and risks of establishing oppor-
tunistic MH connections. These benefits and risks are
computed based on the context conditions. The proposed
mode selection scheme also identifies the number of hops
that should be considered when selecting the opportunistic
MCN mode.

III. MODE SELECTION
This work focuses on downlink (DL) transmissions where
the end user is the destination node DN. We consider
that the transmission from the BS to the DN can be done
using three different communication modes: conventional
single-hop cellular communications (referred to as SH),
MCN communications (referred to as MH), or opportunistic
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FIGURE 1. Illustration of communication modes. (a) SH communication;
(b) MH communication; (c) 2-hop MH-OPP communication; (d) 3-hop
MH-OPP communication.

MCN communications (referred to as MH-OPP).2 These
modes are illustrated in Fig. 1. SH corresponds to
conventional cellular communications with a direct cellular
connection from the BS to the DN (Fig. 1.a). In MH, the DN
is connected to the BS through a relay node RNb that acts
as a bridge to the cellular infrastructure (Fig. 1.b). The
BS-RNb transmission starts at the beginning of the session.
The RNb-DN transmission is launched as soon as RNb starts
receiving data from the BS. The MH-OPP mode integrates
opportunistic networking into MH connections. Fig. 1.c and
Fig. 1.d represent the MH-OPP mode with two and three
hops respectively. The figures illustrate how relay nodes
can store and carry the information (e.g. from t0 to t1
in Fig. 1.c) until finding an adequate D2D link with another
node. This study implements the concept of demand-driven
opportunistic networking [10]. In this case, connections
between nodes are established based on their capacity to
support a requested service or network demand (e.g. ensuring
a given throughput or spectrum efficiency). This approach
exploits the delay tolerance that characterizes the dominant
non-real-time mobile data traffic (e.g. video streaming) to
find high quality connections between nodes. In this study,
opportunistic connections are established based on their link
quality so that the throughput experienced by the RNb can be
translated to the DN. To this aim, it is necessary that D2D
connections ensure a throughput level at least as high as that

2We use opportunistic networking in the D2D links but not in the BS-RN
cellular links.

experienced in the BS-RNb cellular link. This puts a limit on
the maximum distance between D2D nodes that are part of
an MH-OPP connection.

The mode selection scheme proposed in this paper is an
evolution of the BRISK (mode selection scheme based on
Benefits and RISKs) scheme in [16] to integrate opportunistic
MCN connections. The scheme selects the communication
mode that better balances benefits and risks. The benefits
quantify the QoS that a user could experience with a com-
munication mode if the connection is established under the
adequate conditions, e.g. if the adequate relays can be found
in the case of MH or MH-OPP connections. Risks refer to the
probability of not being able to achieve the expected benefits.
This can occur for example if the MCN mode is selected and
a relay node cannot be found at the start of the transmission.
The mode selection scheme operates as follows:

m∗i = arg max
m∈{SH,MH,n−MH-OPP∀ n∈{2,...,N }}

Qim (1)

where Qim represents the QoS that a node DNi could expect
when using mode m. n represents the number of hops in a
MH-OPP connection, and N is the maximum possible num-
ber of hops for this mode. The expected QoS is estimated tak-
ing into account the benefits and risks of each communication
mode:

Qim = Benefit im �
(
1− Risk im

)
(2)

where Benefit im and Risk im represent the benefit and risk that
a node DNi could expect from the use of mode m.
The original BRISK scheme was designed to select

between SH and MH connections. MH-OPP introduces the
possibility for nodes to store and carry data until finding
adequate relays. This reduces the pressure to find relays in
real-time, and hence mitigates the challenges faced by MH.
This study goes then a step further, and evolves BRISK to
design the first mode selection scheme that integrates oppor-
tunisticMH communications into themode selection process.
The proposed scheme selects between SH, MH andMH-OPP
connections. MH communications are limited in this study to
two hops following [19]. This study showed that most MH
benefits can be achieved with just 2 hops between source and
destination (i.e. a cellular hop between the BS and the RNb,
and a D2D hop between the RNb and the DN). In addition,
it can be a challenge to maintain a real-time multi-hop con-
nection with a large number of hops [20]. MH-OPP allow
nodes to store and carry the information until finding ade-
quate forwarding conditions. This study considers MH-OPP
connections with either 2 or 3 hops in total. The proposed
scheme embeds the decision about the number of hops in
the MH-OPP mode in the selection process. This is actually
critical for DL communications since the number of hops has
an impact on the selection of the RNb node. In particular,
it has an impact on the area where the BS should search for
the RNb. The selection of the RNb has in turn a direct impact
on the throughput of the BS-RNb cellular link, and conse-
quently on the throughput of MH-OPP connections.
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The mode selection scheme requires quantifying the bene-
fits and risks of each communicationmode. These are defined
in the following sections for the SH, MH and MH-OPP
modes.

IV. SH COMMUNICATIONS
We consider that the cell coverage of a BS is divided into
rings. A ring R is defined as the coverage area of a BS where
a given Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) maximizes
the throughput. The BS uses Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)
measurements and link adaptation schemes to select theMCS
that maximizes the throughput for a given block error rate
(BLER) threshold. To this end, the network uses look-up
tables (LUTs) that quantify the BLER of each MCS as a
function of the SNR. These LUTs help identify the MCS that
maximizes the throughput for a given SNR value or range.
Nodes located in rings closer to the BS experience better link
quality conditions and can hence utilize MCSs with higher
data rates. We utilize the notation R′ � R to indicate that
a node located at R′ uses a MCS that provides higher data
rates than a node located at R. The throughput also depends
on the number of radio resources s. We assume that all nodes
located in the same ring R experience on average the same
cellular throughput when assigned an equal number of radio
resources s. We denote as q(s, R) the cellular QoS that a
node located in ring R can experience when assigned s radio
resources. This QoS should reflect the user satisfaction level.
This is challenging since satisfaction is subjective. In this
study, we define q(s, R) as a function of the cellular through-
put experienced at the DN for SH connections and at the RNb
for MH and MH-OPP connections. We assume that q(s, R)
is equal to zero when the throughput is below thmin. q(s, R)
then grows linearly with the cellular throughput until a max-
imum value from which it asymptotically tends to 1. Other
q(s, R) functions could be defined, although this will not
modify the conclusions of this study. In fact, this study
conducts a comparative analysis for different communica-
tion modes, and the selected q(s, R) function affects them
equally.

The benefit that can be obtained when establishing an
SH connection between the BS and a DNi depends on the
distance di between DNi and the BS. di determines the ring Ri
where the DNi is located. It also depends on the number of
assigned cellular radio resources si. The benefit for SH can
be expressed as follows:

Benefit iSH (si, di) ≡ q (si,Ri) (3)

The BS can establish a SH connection with any node in its
coverage area if there are sufficient cellular radio resources.
The only risk associated to the use of the SH mode is then the
unavailability of cellular radio resources. This risk is present
for all modes, and will affect them equally in the mode selec-
tion process. This risk is then not taken into account, and the
risk associated with the establishment of an SH connection is
Risk iSH (di)= 0. The expected SH performance can then be

FIGURE 2. Conditions for an MH connection.

expressed as follows:

QiSH (si, di) = Benefit iSH (si, di) ≡ q (si,Ri) (4)

V. MH COMMUNICATIONS
In MH communications, the RNb is selected at the start of
the connection. The transmission from RNb to DN starts as
soon as RNb receives data from the BS. We denote as Ri
the ring where DNi is located. DNi can experience a higher
performance with a MH connection than with a SH one if
two conditions are satisfied. The first condition is that the
RN must be located in a cellular ring R with higher data
rates than Ri (i.e. R � Ri). Reference [21] showed that DNi
can experience the same performance as RNb if the distance
between RNb and DNi is below a maximum threshold rmax .
The second condition is then that the distance between RNb
and DNi must be smaller than rmax . MH connections can then
outperform SH ones if the selected RNb is located within an
area ACi defined in (5). ACi is the union of the intersection
areas ACi,R between a circle C(DNi, rmax) centered in DNi
and with radius rmax , and the rings R that satisfy R � Ri
(see Fig. 2):

ACi =
⋃

R|R�Ri

ACi,R (5)

ACi,R = R ∩ C (DNi, rmax) (6)

If a RNb can be found in ACi , the MH benefit can be
expressed as:

Benefit iMH(si, di) =

∑
R |R�Ri

(
q(si,R) · PARN(A

C
i.R)
)

∑
R |R�Ri

PARN(A
C
i.R)

(7)

where PARN
(
ACi,R

)
represents the probability of finding at

least one RNb within the area ACi,R. q(si,R) represents the QoS
of the BS-RNb cellular link that is assigned si radio resources.
RNb is located in R. The benefit of MH is a function of di
because the intersection area ACi,R is a function of the location
of DNi.
An MH connection will not outperform a SH one if at least

one of the two following conditions occurs: 1) the BS cannot
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find a RNb in a ring R such that R � Ri, and 2) the distance
between RNb and DNi is higher than rmax . The risk Risk iMH
resulting from establishing aMH connection between BS and
DNi can then be expressed as:

Risk iMH(di) = 1− PARN(A
C
i ) (8)

where PARN
(
ACi
)

is the probability of finding a RNb

within ACi . Risk
i
MH is a function of di since di has an impact

on the definition of ACi and hence on PARN
(
ACi
)
. The expected

QoS for MH connections QiMH(si, di) can then be computed
as follows:

QiMH (si, di)=

∑
R |R�Ri

(
q(si,R) · PARN(A

C
i.R)
)

∑
R |R�Ri

PARN(A
C
i.R)

· PARN(A
C
i ) (9)

VI. OPPORTUNISTIC MH COMMUNICATIONS
MH-OPP communications can outperform SH andMHwhen
some conditions are satisfied. These conditions depend on
the number of hops n in the MH-OPP connection. Before
identifying these conditions, it is necessary to define certain
parameters and settings that are relevant to the operation
of MH-OPP.

An MH-OPP connection with n hops from source to
destination (referred to as n-MH-OPP) utilizes n − 1 RNs
(including the RNb). We assume nodes move at an average
speed v. RNs are numbered from RN1 to RNn−1 based on
their distance to the BS. RN1 is the closest RN to the BS and
acts as the RNb. RNn−1 is the closest RN to the DN (Fig. 1.d).
RN nodes can store and carry the data until finding adequate
conditions to forward the data to other relay nodes. However,
we must guarantee that the time needed to transmit all the
data from the BS to the DN is below a maximum service-
dependent deadline td . This time is equal to the sum of the
time needed to complete the cellular (tcell) and D2D (tD2D)
transmissions, and the time the data is stored and carried by
the RNs. The maximum total time ts&c that the data can be
stored and carried by all the RNs is equal to:

ts&c = td − (n− 1) · tD2D − tcell (10)

tD2D is the ratio between the total amount of data to trans-
mit and the throughput of the D2D link. The D2D throughput
is obtained using the models in [21] and [8] (presented in
Section VII.A), and assuming that D2D nodes are separated
by a distance3 equal to rmax . tcell is estimated as the ratio
between the total amount of data to transmit and the through-
put of the cellular link. To compute tcell , we consider that
only the radio resources necessary to guarantee thmin are
assigned. The assumptions considered to estimate tD2D and
tcell represent a worst case scenario, and hence provide a
conservative estimate of the benefits that can be obtained
with MH-OPP.

3Ahigher distancewould prevent transferring theQoS experienced at RNb
to the DN.

FIGURE 3. Illustration of ARN1−2H
i RN1-2H for condition #2 that RNs must

satisfy to establish an 2-MH-OPP connection.

RNs moving towards the DN are preferred to establish a
downlink n-MH-OPP connection since they provide better
forwarding opportunities. We define dnHRNj (with j ∈ [1, n−1]
and n ∈ [2,N ]) as themaximumdistance possible to establish
n − j D2D opportunistic links between RNj and DN. This
distance is equal to:

dnHRNj = rmax · (n− j)+ ts&c · v (11)

Eq. (11) establishes that RNn−1 must be at a distance from
the DN equal or lower than rmax after ts&c so that the end-
to-end transmission successfully concludes before td . Estab-
lishing an n-MH-OPP connection with n ≥ 2 requires then
finding n-1 RNs that satisfy the following conditions:

1) RNs must be heading towards the DN.
2) The distance between RN1 and DNi must be lower

than dnHRN1 and higher than d (n−1)HRN1 if n > 2. It must
also be higher than rmax if n = 2. This results in
that the BS needs to find an RN in the area ARN1−nHi
defined in (12). This area is the union of the areas
ARN1−nHi,R defined in (13) ∀R � Ri. A

RN1−nH
i,R represents

the intersection area between the ring R and a circle
centered in DNi with radius dnHRN1 minus the area of a
circle centered in DNi and with radius equal to d

(n−1)H
RN1

for n > 2 and equal to rmax for n = 2. Fig. 3 illustrates
an example of ARN1−2Hi .

ARN1−nHi =

⋃
R|R�Ri

ARN1−nHi,R (12)

ARN1−nHi,R =


R∩

(
C(DNi, dnHRN1)−C(DNi, d

(n−1)H
RN1 )

)
if n>2

R∩
(
C(DNi, dnHRN1)−C(DNi, rmax)

)
if n=2

(13)

3) The distance between RNj and DNi for j > 1 must
be lower than dnHRNj. The distance between any pair of
relay nodes should not be higher than rmax so that the
throughput experienced at RNb can be transferred to
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FIGURE 4. Illustration of ARN2−3H
i RN2-3H for condition #3 that RNs

must satisfy to establish an 3-MH-OPP connection.

the DNi. It is then necessary that RNj is located in an
area ARNj−nHi defined as:

ARNj−nHi =C
(
RNj−1, rmax

)
∩C

(
DNi, dnHRNj

)
(14)

ARNj−nHi depends on the location of RNj−1 and DNi.
Fig. 4 illustrates an example of area ARN2−3Hi .

Taking into account the previous conditions, we can
express the benefit of an n-MH-OPP connection as (15), as
shown at the bottom of this page.

In (15), q(si,R) represents the performance of the BS- RNb
cellular link when RNb is located in R and the link has si radio
resources. PARNtoDN(A

RN1−nH
i,R ) represents the probability of

finding in ARN1−nHi,R at least one RN moving towards DNi.
This RN will act as RNb for the n-MH-OPP connection.
P(n-1)-D2D(DNi,A

RN1−nH
i,R ) represents the probability of estab-

lishing n-1 opportunistic D2D links between RNb and DNi
when RNb is located in ARN1−nHi,R . This probability depends
on the probability of finding RNs that satisfy condition #3.

This study considers MH-OPP connections with n equal
to 2 and 3 hops. The probability of establishing an oppor-
tunistic D2D link betweenDNi and an RNb located in the area
ARN1−2Hi,R is equal to 1 for 2-MH-OPP connections. This is the
case because ARN1−2Hi,R was calculated in (11) to guarantee
that RNb could establish a D2D link with DNi within the
service deadline. The benefit achieved with a 2-MH-OPP

connection Benefit i2−MH−OPP is then computed as:

Benefit i2−MH−OPP(si, di)

=

∑
R,R�Ri

(
q(si,R) · PARNtoDN(A

RN1−2H
i,R )

)
∑

R,R�Ri
PARNtoDN(A

RN1−2H
i,R )

(16)

To compute the benefits achieved with a 3-MH-OPP con-
nection, we compute the probability P2-D2D(DNi

∣∣∣ARN1−3Hi,R )
of establishing 2 opportunistic D2D links between DNi and
an RNb located inA

RN1−3H
i,R . To this end, let’s consider that the

RNb is located at a distance db from DNi with a probability
equal to PdRN(db). The probability of establishing 2 oppor-
tunistic D2D links depends on the probability of finding at
least one RN moving towards DNi within the area ARN2−3Hi
defined in (13). ARN2−3Hi is a function of the location of RNb

and DNi. This probability is equal to PARNtoDN(A
RN2−3H
i ).

Finally, we need to consider all possible locations where RNb

can be located within ARN1−3Hi,R .P2-D2D(DNi

∣∣∣ARN1−3Hi,R ) can
then be computed as:

P2-D2D(DNi

∣∣∣ARN1−3Hi,R )

=

∫ dmaxb

dminb
PdRN(db) · P

A
RNtoDN(A

RN2−3H
i ) · ddb∫ dmax

b

dminb
PdRN(db) · ddb

(17)

where dminb and dmaxb are the largest and shortest possi-
ble distances between RNb and DNi when RNb is located
in ARN1−3Hi,R . These distances are defined as:

dminb = max
{
d2HRN1

, di − router
}

(18)

dmaxb = min
{
d3HRN1

, di − rinner
}

(19)

In (18) and (19), di is the distance between DNi and
the BS. router and rinner represent the outer and inner radius
that define ring R. Benefit i3-MH−OPP can then be estimated
following (20), as shown at the bottom of this page.

Trying to establish an MH-OPP connection has the risk
that we cannot find the RNs needed to guarantee that the

Benefit in−MH−OPP(si, di) =

∑
R,R�Ri

(
q(si,R) · PARNtoDN(A

RN1−nH
i,R ) · P(n-1)-D2D(DNi

∣∣∣ARN1−nHi,R )
)

∑
R,R�Ri

(
PARNtoDN(A

RN1−nH
i,R ) · P(n-1)-D2D(DNi

∣∣∣ARN1−nHi,R )
) (15)

Benefit i3−MH−OPP(si, di) =

∑
R,R�Ri

q(si,R) · PARNtoDN(ARN1−3Hi,R ) ·

∫ dmaxb
dminb

PdRN(db)·P
A
RNtoDN(A

RN2−3H
i )·ddb∫ dmax

b
dminb

PdRN(db)·ddb


∑

R,R�Ri

PARNtoDN(A
RN1−3H
i,R ) ·

∫ dmaxb
dminb

PdRN(db)·P
A
RNtoDN(A

RN2−3H
i )·ddb∫ dmax

b
dminb

PdRN(db)·ddb


(20)
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transmission finishes before td . An n-MH-OPP connection
will not outperform a SH or MH connection if at least one of
the two following conditions occurs:

1) The BS cannot find an RNb moving towards the DNi
in a ring R such that R � Ri, and located at a distance
from the DNi comprised between dnHRN1 and d (n−1)HRN1 if
n > 2, or between dnHRN1 and rmax if n = 2. These
restrictions define the areaARN1−nHi (12)wherewe need
to find RNb. The probability of not finding a RNwithin
ARN1−nHi is given by 1-PARNtoDN(A

RN1−nH
i ).

2) It is not possible to find RNs to establish n-1 oppor-
tunistic D2D links between RNb and DNi when RNb is
located in ARN1−nHi . This probability is equal to

1-P(n-1)-D2D(DNi

∣∣∣ARN1−nHi ).

The risk Risk in−MH−OPP resulting from establishing an n-
MH-OPP connection can then be expressed as:

Risk i
n−MH−OPP(di)

= 1− PARNtoDN(A
RN1−nH
i )+ PARNtoDN(A

RN1−nH
i )

·

(
1− P(n-1)-D2D(DNi

∣∣∣ARN1−nHi )
)

(21)

For a 2-MH-OPP connection, P1-D2D(DNi

∣∣∣ARN1−2Hi ) is

equal to one. This is because ARN1−2Hi was defined so that
a RNb located within this area can establish a D2D link with
DNi before td . Risk i

2−MH−OPP is then equal to:

Risk i
2−MH−OPP(di) = 1− PARNtoDN(A

RN1−2H
i ) (22)

For a 3-MH-OPP connection, we need to compute the
probability of not being able to establish 2 opportunistic D2D
links between the RNb and DNi when RNb is in ARN1−3Hi .
This probability depends on the probability that we can-
not find an adequate RN2 within ARN2−3Hi . This probabil-
ity is equal to 1-PARNtoDN(A

RN2−3H
i ). Similarly to (17), it is

necessary to consider all possible positions of RNb within

ARN1−nHi,R . Risk i
3−MH−OPP is then computed as:

Risk i
3-MH−OPP(di)

= 1− PARNtoDN(A
RN1−3H
i )+PARNtoDN(A

RN1−3H
i )

·

∫ dmaxb

dminb
PdRN(db) ·

(
1-PARNtoDN(A

RN2−3H
i )

)
· ddb∫ dmax

b

dminb
PdRN(db) · ddb

(23)

where dminb and dmaxb are the largest and shortest distances
between RNb and DNi when RNb is within A

RN1−3H
i . These

distances are defined as:

dminb = d2HRN1
(24)

dmaxb = d3HRN1
(25)

Finally, we can computed the expected QoS perfor-
mance for 2-MH-OPP and 3-MH-OPP connections as shown
in (26) and (27), as shown at the bottom of this page,
respectively.

VII. EVALUATION
A. SCENARIO AND MODELS
The proposed mode selection scheme is evaluated in a single
cell scenario with 1 km radius. DN nodes request download-
ing a 20Mb file, and the deadline to download the file (td )
is set equal to 60s [22]. Nodes are initially distributed in
the cell following an homogeneous Poisson distribution with
average node density ρ. Simulations have been conducted
for average node density values equal to 5, 15, 25, 50, and
100 nodes/km; the scenarios are referred to as D1, D2, D3,
D4 and D5 respectively. Nodes move across the cell at a
constant pedestrian speed equal to 3 m/s and randomly select
their direction. This mobility pattern results in a uniform
distribution of nodes within the cell. The probability PARN (A)
of finding at least one RN within an area A can then be
computed following a Poisson distribution:

PARN(A) = 1− exp(−ρA) (28)

Q i
2−MH−OPP(si, di) =

∑
R,R�Ri

(
q(si,R) · PARNtoDN(A

RN1−2H
i,R )

)
∑

R,R�Ri
PARNtoDN(A

RN1−2H
i,R )

· PARNtoDN(A
RN1−2H
i ) (26)

Q i
3−MH−OPP(si, di) =

∑
R,R�Ri

q(si,R) · PARNtoDN(ARN1−3Hi,R ) ·

∫ dmaxb
dminb

PdRNtoDN(db)·P
A
RNtoDN(A

RN2−3H
i )·ddb∫ dmax

b
dminb

PdRNtoDN(db)·ddb


∑

R,R�Ri

PARNtoDN(A
RN1−3H
i,R ) ·

∫ dmaxb
dminb

PdRN(db)·P
A
RNtoDN(A

RN2−3H
i )·ddb∫ dmax

b
dminb

PdRN(db)·ddb


·

PARNtoDN(ARN1−3Hi )− PARNtoDN(A
RN1−3H
i ) ·

∫ dmaxb

dminb
PdRN(db) ·

(
1-PARNtoDN(A

RN2−3H
i )

)
· ddb∫ dmax

b

dminb
PdRN(db) · ddb


(27)
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TABLE 1. CQI, modulation and code rate.

Cellular transmissions are modelled using the LTE (Long
Term Evolution) radio interface with 5MHz.4 These trans-
missions utilize one of the LTE Modulation and Coding
Schemes (MCSs) associated to the 15 Channel Quality Indi-
cator (CQI) values defined in 3GPP TS 36.213 [23]. These
CQI values are shown in Table 1. The MCS is dynam-
ically selected based on the distance between a cellular
node and the BS. The cellular data rate (drcel) depends on
the cell ring where the cellular node is located. Following
[23], we consider that the MCS that guarantees a BLER
below 10% is utilized in each ring. We compute the cellular
thcel as:

thcel = drcel(d) · (1− BLER) (29)

where BLER is equal to 10%.
We consider out-of-band D2D transmissions using IEEE

802.11g at the 2.4GHz band. It should be noted that 3GPP
considers both IEEE 802.11 and cellular technologies for
D2D (or sidelink as referred to in 3GPP) communica-
tions [6]. The D2D transmissions are modelled following
the IEEE 802.11g-based D2D throughput model reported
in [8]:

thD2D = drD2D(d) · Eff · (1− PERD2D(d)) (30)

drD2D(d) is the data rate of the IEEE 802.11g MCS5 that
is used in the D2D transmission. PER represents the experi-
enced Packet Error Ratio experienced, and Eff is the channel
efficiency. d represents the distance between the transmitter
and the receiver. We consider that the MCS is dynamically
selected to maximize the throughput based on the link qual-
ity conditions [21]. We use the model in [21] to compute the

4A 5MHz channel is typically used in real deployments, but other config-
urations could be used without affecting the outcome and trends highlighted
in this study.

5IEEE 802.11g defines twelve possible modulation and coding schemes
that result in the data rates of 54, 48, 36, 24, 18, 12, 9, 6, 11, 5.5, 2, 1 Mbps.

D2D data rate:

drD2D(d) =


54 if d < p1

54
1/p1 − 1/p2

·

(
1
d
−

1
p2

)
if p1 ≤ d < p2

0 if p2 ≤ d

(31)

p1 and p2 are fitting parameters, and are equal to 78.47 and
270.85 respectively [21]. We also utilize the empirical D2D
PER model presented in [21]:

PERD2D(d) =
0.75

1+ e0.019·(d−115.15)
(32)

The channel efficiency Eff in (30) represents the effective
time that the channel is used to transmit data. This time
depends on the transmission time of data packets (td ) and
ACK packets (tack ), the contention period (tcont ), and the
inter-frame guard times (DIFS and SIFS):

Eff =
td

DIFS+ tcont + td + SIFS+ tack
(33)

Following [21], rmax has been set equal to 80m.
The energy consumed in D2D and cellular transmissions is

estimated as:

E(d) = (pr + pt + PT (d)) · tTx (34)

where pt and pr represent the power consumed in the trans-
mitter and receiver electronics respectively. tTx is the trans-
mission time. It is computed as the ratio between the data
transmitted and the D2D or cellular throughput. PT (d) repre-
sents the transmission power. It is set to a value that guaran-
tees that the receiver’s signal power level PR is equal to the
threshold required for a successful communication between
two nodes. The signal power at the receiver can be computed
as PR = GT + GR + PT − PL, where GT and GR represent
the transmitter and receiver antenna gains (here equal to
1), and PL the propagation loss. PL is modeled using the
WINNER propagation model for urban scenarios [24]. Using
this model, it is possible to estimate PT as:

PT (d) =


PR · 104.1 · (f /5)2

GT · GR
· d2.7 if d < dbp

PR · 104.1 · (f /5)2

GT · GR · d1.73bp

· d4 if d ≥ dbp
(35)

In (31), dbp = 4 · (hT − 1) · (hR − 1)/3 is the breakpoint
distance. hT and hR are the transmitter and receiver antenna
heights, and 3 is the carrier wavelength (all in meters). f is
the carrier frequency in GHz.

The energy consumed in the process to store and carry data
is modeled following [8].

B. PERFORMANCE
This section analyzes the performance achieved with the
proposed mode selection scheme. The scheme is referred to
as OPP in this section. The performance obtained with OPP
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TABLE 2. Percentage of completed downloads before the deadline.

TABLE 3. Percentage of downloads with each communication mode.

is compared against that obtained with conventional cellular
communications (referred to as SH) and with the scheme
selecting only between the SH or MH modes (referred to as
NO-OPP). In all cases, the MH mode is limited to 2 hops and
the MH-OPP mode can operate with 2 or 3 hops. The number
of hops is selected by the mode selection scheme based on
the context conditions.

Table 2 shows the percentage of downloads that are com-
pleted within the established deadline. The table shows that
the proposed scheme (OPP) outperforms SH and NO-OPP
option for all scenarios except D1. D1 is characterized by a
very low density of nodes. In this case, there are few oppor-
tunities to find adequate RNs, and OPP mostly selects the SH
mode for the transmissions. This explains why OPP achieves
the same performance as SH in D1. The gains obtained with
OPP increase with the density of nodes. These gains result
from the use of opportunistic MCN communications. This is
highlighted in Table 3 that shows the percentage of downloads
executed with each communication mode. Table 3 shows that
OPP results in a large percentage of downloads executed with
the MH-OPP scheme in most scenarios, and this percentage
increases with the density of nodes. The MH-OPP mode
establishes connections under good link quality conditions
that ensure high data rates and an efficient use of the radio
resources. The number of possible links increases with the
density of nodes, and so does the usage of the MH-OPP
mode. OPP is capable to detect the risks of trying to establish
MH-OPP connections when the density of nodes is very
low (D1). In this case, OPP selects the SH mode for all the
downloads.

The gains obtained with the proposed mode selec-
tion scheme are further illustrated in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
Fig. 5 depicts the average cellular throughput.6 Fig. 6 shows

6Results for D1 are not shown since SH, NO-OPP and OPP achieve the
same performance.

FIGURE 5. Average cellular throughput. (a) D2 scenario; (b) D3 scenario;
(c) D4 scenario; (d) D5 scenario.

FIGURE 6. Reduction in the average cellular channel occupancy achieved
with OPP and NO-OPP compared to SH.

the reduction in average cellular channel occupancy achieved
with NO-OPP and OPP with respect to SH. The channel
occupancy is defined as the total time during which cellular
radio resources are used to download data. Fig. 5 shows that
OPP improves the throughput experienced by DNs that are
further away from the BS when the density of nodes is low
(D2-D3). This is because these DNs experience the worst
link level conditions with the BS, and hence strongly benefit
from using the MH-OPP mode. OPP improves the cellular
throughput for all DNs independently of their location when
the density of nodes increases (Fig. 5.c and Fig. 5.d). High
throughput levels reduce the duration of transmissions, and
therefore the use of cellular radio resources (Fig. 6). This
in turn has an impact on the cellular capacity since more
nodes can be served with the same cellular radio resources.
Fig. 5.d shows that the proposed scheme (OPP) increases on
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FIGURE 7. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the time needed to
complete a download in D5.

average the cellular throughput compared to conventional cel-
lular communications (SH) by 125%7 in D5. NO-OPP only
increases the throughput compared to SH by 12%. The higher
throughput achieved with OPP reduces the average cellular
channel occupancy compared to SH by more than 51% in
D5. NO-OPP can only reduce the channel occupancy by 10%
compared to SH. The gains obtained with OPP derive from
the use of the MH-OPP communication mode (Table 3). This
mode searches for relay nodes (RN)with goodD2D link qual-
ity conditions. This guarantees high throughput values and an
efficient use of the spectrum. Searching for the optimumD2D
links increases the duration of the end-to-end transmissions
(Fig. 7). However, Table 2 shows that OPP actually increases
the percentage of downloads executed within the deadline.
These results show that waiting for optimum conditions
(within the service-dependent deadline) is better than starting
transmissions as soon as connections are present. The use of
the MH-OPP mode also improves the energy consumption.
Fig. 8 compares the average energy consumed per download
as a function of the distance between the BS and the DN.
This energy is computed considering the energy consumed in
the cellular and D2D transmissions, and in the store & carry
process for MH-OPP communications. The results are shown
for four different densities. Fig. 8 clearly demonstrates that
the proposed scheme (OPP) significantly reduces the energy
consumption. The gains achieved increase with the BS-DN
distance and with the density of nodes. For example, OPP
reduces the average total energy consumption by 5.7% com-
pared to SH for distances up to 350m in D3. The reduction
augments to 39.4% for distances higher than 350m. On the
other hand, NO-OPP only reduces the average total energy
consumption compared to SH by 0.5% and 6.6% respec-
tively. The gains obtained with OPP significantly increase
with the density of nodes in the scenario. For example, OPP
reduces the energy consumption compared to SH by 71.4%
in D5 (for distances higher than 350) and by 39.4% in D3.
Higher energy reduction levels are observed when the density
increases because OPP can establish more MH-OPP con-
nections (Table 3) as there are more potential relay nodes.

7The gains increase to between 200% and 440% when DNs are located
800m to 1000m from the BS.

FIGURE 8. Average energy consumption per download as a function of
the distance between the BS and the DN. (a) D2 scenario; (b) D3 scenario;
(c) D4 scenario; (d) D5 scenario.

This allows establishing connections with better link qual-
ity conditions, and consequently increases the throughput,
reduces the duration of transmissions and decreases the total
energy consumption.8 The average energy consumption gains
achieved with OPP for DL communications are obtained at
the cost of a slight increase in the energy consumed per node.
This increase is the energy consumed by devices when they
act as relays for other DL connections. We would though
like to note that the energy consumed at the devices (RNs)
per transmission is significantly smaller than the energy con-
sumed in the BS-RN or BS-DN cellular transmissions.9 This
is the case because OPP searches for D2D links with good
link quality conditions and hence low energy consumption.
We would also like to emphasize that this study is focused
on DL communications. Devices will save significant energy
in their UL transmissions with OPP thanks to the use of MH
and MH-OPP communications. These savings were demon-
strated by the authors in [7] and [8]. Reference [7] showed
that 2-hop MCN communications can reduce by 50% the
total energy consumption for UL transmissions compared to
conventional cellular communications. These gains consider
the energy consumed at the source device and the relay nodes.
Consequently, devices can achieve significant energy gains

8The energy consumed by the radio transmissions is significantly larger
than the energy consumed during the store and carry processes.

9For example, a RN consumes 0.04kJ per download when using OPP
under D4. However, OPP reduces the energy consumed in the cellular
transmission (from BN to RN) to 4.65kJ per download compared to 6.08kJ
with SH.
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FIGURE 9. Average cellular throughput as a function of the BS-DN
distance for different configurations of OPP.

in their UL transmissions. In [8], the authors analytically
demonstrated that the integration of opportunistic networking
and MCN communications can reduce the energy consump-
tion by more than 90% compared to conventional UL cellular
communications. This gain considers again the energy con-
sumed at the source device and the relay nodes. The energy
consumed per node for DL communications will hence be
compensated by the savings achieved in UL transmissions.10

The proposed mode selection scheme (OPP) embeds the
decision on the number of hops for MH-OPP connections in
the mode selection process. This allows dynamically select-
ing the best MH-OPP configuration (i.e. with 2 or 3 hops)
based on the context conditions. This is illustrated in Fig. 9,
Table 4 and Fig. 10 that compare the performance obtained
with OPP to that obtained when the MH-OPP mode can
only operate with either 2 (OPP-2H) or 3 (OPP-3H) hops.
Fig. 9 shows that OPP improves the average cellular through-
put for all distances and densities of nodes. This is because
OPP selects the configuration of MH-OPP connections that
optimizes the cellular throughput based on the context
conditions. Fig. 9 shows that a configuration of MH-OPP
connections with only 2 hops achieves higher performance
than a configuration with 3 hops under low densities. The
trend is reversed for higher densities. Under low densities,
the probability of finding adequate RN nodes is small. In this
case, the risk of establishing MH-OPP connections increases
with the number of hops. This risk decreases when the density
of nodes increases. In this case, MH-OPP connections with
3 hops improve the performance since RNb nodes closer to
the BS can be selected. The trends observed in Fig. 9 are
also reflected in Table 4 and Fig. 10. Table 4 shows that OPP
achieves the highest percentage of completed downloads.
Similarly, OPP reduces the total average energy consumption
per download (Fig. 10).

C. COMPLEXITY AND SIGNALLING OVERHEAD
This section analyzes the complexity and signalling over-
head of the proposed mode selection scheme. The scheme

10The throughput and energy consumption gains are clear incentives for
nodes to cooperate and act as RN for other DNs under the adequate network
conditions. Our proposedmode selection scheme (OPP) is capable to identify
these conditions and select the most adequate communication mode.

TABLE 4. Percentage of completed downloads before the deadline for
different configurations of OPP.

FIGURE 10. Average total energy consumed per download as a function
of the BS-DN distance for different configurations of OPP.

probabilistically estimates the benefits, risks and expected
performance of each communication mode (SH, MH and
MH-OPP). The performance is estimated considering the
context conditions of each DN. The proposed mode selection
scheme selects for each DN the communication mode that
provides the highest expected performance. Table 5 summa-
rizes the complexity order of the processes carried out to
estimate the benefits and risks for each communicationmode.
In Table 5, NR represents the number of rings R defined in
the cell. Table 5 shows that estimating the benefits of the MH
and MH-OPP modes has the highest complexity order that
is equal to O(NR) and is lineal with NR. Following Table 5,
it is possible to conclude that the complexity order of the
mode selection scheme is equal to O(NDN · NR), where NDN
represents the number of DNs for which a mode selection
decision has to be taken. The computational complexity of
the proposed mode selection scheme is then linear with the
number of DNs in the system, and with the number of rings
R defined in the cell. The number NR of rings is limited by
the number of MCS used in the system; a typical value is
between 10 and 15.Wewould also like to note that the number
of rings in a cell is constant for a given deployment, and the
complexity order of our proposed mode selection scheme can
then be expressed as O(NDN ). To the author’s knowledge,
our proposed mode selection scheme is the first to consider
opportunistic MCN communications. Its complexity is then
compared as a reference with the proposal presented in [15].
This proposal only considers the SH andMH communication
modes. The proposal in [15] selects the MCN link when the
distance between a DN and the BS is larger than a pre-defined
threshold. Otherwise, the proposal selects the SH mode. The
computational complexity of the proposal in [15] is also
linear with the number of DNs, i.e. O(NDN ). The complexity
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TABLE 5. Computational complexity.

of our proposal is then similar to existing mode selection
schemes even if our scheme is the first to be able to integrate
opportunistic MCN communications (this is not the case
of [15]).

It is also important to highlight that the mode selection
scheme proposed in this study utilizes information already
available at the BS to select the most adequate communica-
tion mode. In particular, it uses the distance between DNs
and the BS, and the density of nodes in the cell. The DN-
BS distance can be currently estimated by BSs using the
signal level received from a DN. Current cellular networks
also already know the number of nodes per cell. Hence, the
implementation of the proposed mode selection scheme does
not introduce additional signaling overhead in the network.
Other mode selection schemes that have been reported in the
literature (e.g. [12] and [17]) require nodes tomeasure the sig-
nal level received from other potential RNs. In addition, nodes
must share these measurements with the BS or other nodes.
This approach results in a non-negligible signaling overhead.
For example, let’s consider that each DN has to report signal
level measurements from NRN potential relay nodes, and that
1 byte is sufficient to quantify eachmeasurement. In this case,
the overhead per cell is equal to NDN · NRN bytes.

VIII. CONCLUSION
This study has proposed and evaluated the first mode selec-
tion scheme that integrates opportunistic MCN communica-
tions in heterogeneous 5G networks. The proposed scheme
selects the communication mode that achieves the best trade-
off between benefits and risks. In particular, the proposed
scheme can select between conventional single-hop cellu-
lar communications, multi-hop cellular communications, and
opportunistic multi-hop cellular communications. The pro-
posed scheme also embeds the decision on the optimum num-
ber of hops in the mode selection process. The performance
of the proposed scheme has been compared to that obtained
with conventional single-hop cellular communications and
withmulti-hop cellular communications. The obtained results
have demonstrated that opportunistic MCN communications
can significantly improve the performance of future 5G and

beyond cellular networks. In addition, the study has demon-
strated that the proposed mode selection scheme is capa-
ble to select the communication mode that maximizes the
performance at all levels (successful downloads, through-
put, capacity and energy consumption). The proposed mode
selection scheme reduces the risks derived from the use of
MCN communications while fully exploiting its advantages
based on the context conditions. This is important to facilitate
the introduction of MCN technologies into 5G and beyond
networks.
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